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About

Hessam Samavatian studied photography at the 
University of Applied Arts under Gabriele Rothemann 
and graduated in 2017 with the extensive diploma “Im 
Schatten kein Schwarz” [No Black in the Shadow]. In his 
mostly installative works, photography often becomes 
an independent theme and motif and correspondingly 
assumes unusual forms. The focus is on the chemical-
optical properties of photography, such as the light 
sensitivity of analogue materials, or the technical 
standards, such as the image formats produced by 
the large manufacturers, but also the metaphorical 
readability of photography as shadow or a vessel. Hessam 
Samavatian takes up the symbolism of terms such as 
“candela” or focuses on moments that differ from the 
conventional “decisive moment”, such as when light 
passes through the camera lens and throws an image of 
the outside world inside the camera. But he also plays with 
the rules of the art market, with prominent role models, 
cultural traditions, literature etc., and understands how to 
place the respective repertoire in new and contemporary 
contexts. 

Artistic research, technical expertise and repeated 
experiments produce calculated, media-specific and 
simultaneously poetic and varied works that can always 
address the viewer directly. Born in Iran and living in 
Vienna since 1998, Hessam Samavatian repeatedly finds 
himself confronted with the cultural differences between 
the European and Persian/Iranian conceptual worlds. 
He compares their scientific contributions to optics, for 
example, or—mostly unconsciously—links elements of 
these diverse traditions in his works.

Ruth Horak
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Born 1984 Tehran, Iran.
Lives and works since 1998 in Vienna.
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Five ceramic containers sit there like over-size vases or 
handleless amphoras, as if waiting to be circled by us or as if 
wanting to embody the concept of the arche ological artifacts 
in a sensuously ironic way. Their height is such that even 
shorter onlookers are able to peek into them from above: We 
are only met with a luscious black that inhabits the insides of 
the structures. The skin-colored surfaces of the high-growing, 
seemingly organic forms were largely coated with a light-sen-
sitive emulsion and the exhibition space repurposed- as a 
darkroom to create a shadow effect—a kind of illu sionist 
painting that isn’t recognizable as such on first glance. These 
photo gra phically fixed shadows are not only on the con-
tainers themselves but are also com panions to them: There 
are contours on the ground reminiscent of insular zones or 
spilled liquids. They too, were created through photographic 
exposure, be sieging the (space-time) reality of the ceramic 
objects—as they unnaturally point into different directions 
and seem inverted: There is light where one might expect dark 
colors. For Hessam Samavatian, the form and storage func-
tion of the ceramic objects reference the camera obscura as 
a container of light. The objects correspond with large-format 
photographic prints. Their subject references the duality of 
shadow and light, not as a gradient but in the form of a seam-
less toppling from light to dark, from negative to positive, from 
interior to exterior. ls this the horizon? Shadows announce the 
arrival and departure of light, of images, of our own journeys. 
We ourselves are the imaginary actors in a shadow play ac-
cording to a poem by the Persian astronomer and poet Omar 
Khayyam, which Samavatian references in his statement 
about his work: “Play’d in a box whose candle is the sun, round 
which we phantom figures come and go.”

Katharina Manojlovic

EIKON Magazine #100

No Black in the Shadows, 2017 

installation, 
photosensitive emulsion 
on ceramics and plaster#1



No Black in the Shadows, 2017 

installation, 
photosensitive emulsion 
on ceramics and plaster#1



Plaster Casts, 2019

plaster, pigment, 
photosensitive emulsion, 
24 × 18 cm#2

A photo box lined with aluminium foil for 100 sheets of Ilfos-
peed photo paper, 7 × 9 1/2 inch, serves as a negative mould 
for a series of plaster casts produced since 2015. The gypsum, 
which is initially pliable but fragile after drying, suggests two 
different associations according to these two states: on the 
one hand it is a pliable material that has always been used 
to make casts and sculptures or to take off negative moulds 
(death masks, for example), on the other it is brittle after hard-
ening and is easily broken. Hessam Samavatian uses these 
two characteris tics as a medium for autobiographical notes. 
He draws a parallel to the photographic light print, which can 
record concrete experiences, but also sees a parallel between 
the fragility of the material and the development of a life 
that is likewise characterised by continuous lines as well as 
fractures. He pins the fractures together with dovetails, but 
never laminates them. The various surface treatments—e.g. 
paintings, photographs belonging to his grandfather fixed in 
photo emulsion, or chemograms in which the plaster reacts to 
developers, stop baths and fixers—do not follow any scheme, 
just as no two days are the same.



Plaster Casts, 2019

plaster, pigment, 
photosensitive emulsion, 
24 × 18 cm#2



Photographical Landscapes, 2017

baryta paper, 
photochemically treated,
different sizes#3

The Photographical landscapes spontaneously evoke asso-
ciations with horizons like Hiroshi Sugimoto’s Sea scapes, but 
have emerged in a completely different way, namely during 
a working day in the photo lab that many photo graphers 
perceive as meditative. The immersion of photographic paper 
in the va rious developer, stop and fixing baths is repeated 
countless times, the liquids wet the papers and reveal the 
latent images hidden in them, and after hours of work the 
vapours from the chemicals affect the concentration. In 
Photographical land scapes, the focus is on the procedure 
between photographic paper and develo per bath. Without a 
previously taken picture and without exposure, only by dipping 
and panning different manu facturers’ papers, a horizon forms, 
irregu lar dividing lines between a (delicate pink) sky and 
(already in the dark) earth, which we quickly read as eleva-
tions fading in sfumato into a landscape. The terms from the 
analogue photographic process—developing and fixing—can 
also be read metaphorically in Photographical land scapes: the 
blackened surface or horizon that it forms is developed, and 
thus concretised, everything above it is still untouched, open 
and to be developed.



Photographical Landscapes, 2017

baryta paper, 
photochemically treated,
different sizes#3

detail



Galaxies, 2012 to present

baryta paper, 
photochemically treated,
different sizes#4

Similar to the ‘Photographic landscapes’, ‘Galaxies’ are pure 
darkroom products. Stop-bath liquid was splashed onto 
exposed photographic paper before it was developed and 
creates milky veils and points of light emerging from the dark-
ness. Once again, a complicated na tural phenomenon can be 
visually imitated by the simplest chemical appli cation and, in 
a figurative sense, depict the “development” of matter that led 
to a “fixing” in the form of stars.



Galaxies, 2012 to present

baryta paper, 
photochemically treated,
different sizes#4



Candle and Tripod, 2015

installation, 
candle and tripod, 
130 × 130 × 150 cm#5

Hessam Samavatian addresses the signi ficance of light for 
photography in a series that focuses on the candle. Against 
ex pectations, a lighted candle is mounted on a tripod in place 
of a camera and evokes associations with the candela, the 
unit of luminous intensity. Hessam Samavatian thus refers 
to a component that plays a major role in the photographic 
recording technology—aperture / focal length / the speed of 
lenses—and nonchalantly sta ges the exchange between the 
light source and the camera obscura.



Candle and Spoon, 2015

installation, 
object, spoon, candle, 
23 × 4 × 20 cm#5

Positioned facing the convex side of a spoon, in another work 
in this series the candle demonstrates the reversal of the 
image (laterally reversed and upside down), as also happens 
in the camera obscura, and produces an image that then as 
now can exert a magical attraction on the viewer. The close 
staging—the po lished silver spoon bent 90° is also the candle 
holder—reinforces the idea of magic: on the one hand be-
cause it allows us to sense magic powers, how they can bend 
spoons by eyesight, and on the other hand it draws on the no 
less mysterious ancient idea that eyes emit rays of light that 
scan their surroundings and, with constant use, might perhaps 
even smooth a spoon’s surface. The Iranian mathemati cian 
and optician Alhazen (965–1040) refuted this theory of the 
visual beam emerging from the eye, which was wide spread in 
antiquity. He researched the eye in parallel to European optical 
investi gations, in which the candle was later repeatedly used 
as a motif to illustrate the camera obscura.



The Staircase, 2016

large format photography,
pigment print,
204 × 144 cm#6

Muybridge 1887—Duchamp 1912—Richter 1966—so begins 
the chronology of fe male nudes descending a staircase 
(although fe male nudes should lie down rather than descend 
stairs, as an earlier critic mocked Duchamp’s painting), and in 
whose series Hessam Samavatian locates his inter pre tation 
of this significant motif. Photo gra phic, cubist and futurist dis-
sections of mo vement sequences, or the blurring of mo vement 
as a reference to a photogra phic mistake, follow one another. 
Richter’s painting after a flash shot of Ema was also initially 
rejected, as it was considered too photographic, although 
Richter opposed the photographic (the documentary, sharp 
and clearly contoured image) to a painter ly view by preferring 
a blurred reproduction of the original.
 
The current photographic interpretation starts from these 
models and continues them—for example, the staircase of the 
Vienna Academy was chosen and very clear ly depicted, as it 
was built at about the same time as Muybridge’s and Marey’s 
chronophotographs, while the nude itself is far more diffuse 
and transparent and, above all, its gender can no longer be 
de termined. In this there is another theme, the transience that 
runs through Hessam Samavatian’s work. It manifests itself 
in the shadowy figure on the stairs and also alludes to the 
transience of painting, for which photography has been held 
jointly responsible. After all, Nude Descending a Staircase was 
Duchamp’s last painting before he turned to Dadaism.



Untitled, 2016

large format photography,
pigment print,
size open yet#6



Botz, 2015 

drawing,
ink on paper,
110 × 160 cm#7

Muybridge 1887—Duchamp 1912—Richter 1966—so begins 
the chronology of fe male nudes descending a staircase 
(although fe male nudes should lie down rather than descend 
stairs, as an earlier critic mocked Duchamp’s painting), and in 
whose series Hessam Samavatian locates his inter pre tation 
of this significant motif. Photo gra phic, cubist and futurist dis-
sections of mo vement sequences, or the blurring of mo vement 
as a reference to a photogra phic mistake, follow one another. 
Richter’s painting after a flash shot of Ema was also initially 
rejected, as it was considered too photographic, although 
Richter opposed the photographic (the documentary, sharp 
and clearly contoured image) to a painter ly view by preferring 
a blurred reproduction of the original.
 
The current photographic interpretation starts from these 
models and continues them—for example, the staircase of the 
Vienna Academy was chosen and very clear ly depicted, as it 
was built at about the same time as Muybridge’s and Marey’s 
chronophotographs, while the nude itself is far more diffuse 
and transparent and, above all, its gender can no longer be 
de termined. In this there is another theme, the transience that 
runs through Hessam Samavatian’s work. It manifests itself 
in the shadowy figure on the stairs and also alludes to the 
transience of painting, for which photography has been held 
jointly responsible. After all, Nude Descending a Staircase was 
Duchamp’s last painting before he turned to Dadaism.



Botz, 2015 

drawing,
ink on paper,
110 × 160 cm

detail

#7



yet not titled, 2020 

drawing,
oil pastel and charcoal on paper,
50 × 70 cm#8



yet not titled, 2020 

drawing,
oil pastel and charcoal on paper,
50 × 70 cm#8

detail



Untitled, 2014

photogram,
baryta paper,
40 x 50 cm#9



Untitled, 2014

photogram,
baryta paper,
24 x 30,5 cm each#9



Untitled, 2014

photogram,
baryta paper,
24 x 30,5 cm #9



Untitled, 2016

pigment print,
steel frame,
ø 140 cm#10

At the edges, anyone who knows cameras can see through 
what is hidden behind the large black disc: ten aperture 
blades pushed to the side or the metal frame in which they are 
anchored identify the disc as an enlarged image of a camera 
lens. When the aperture is open, the moment at which the light 
enters the apparatus is represented, and on the rear wall of 
that camera obscura a laterally-reversed, inverted, negative 
image is projected there and recorded on film or stored by a 
sensor. The lens glass and lens have been removed to achieve 
an unbroken black that does not reveal whether we as viewers 
are in front of or behind the lens when we are reflected in it.



Untitled, 2016

pigment print,
steel frame,
ø 145 cm#10



Untitled, 2013 

gelatin silver print,
baryta paper, steel frame,
30 x 40 x 5 cm each#11



Untitled, 2013 

gelatin silver print,
baryta paper, steel frame,
30 x 40 x 5 cm each#11



I painted a banana, 2013 

large format photography,
pigment print,
75 x 95 cm#12



I painted a banana, 2013 

large format photography,
pigment print,
75 x 95 cm#12

detail
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